Composition as identity is the view that a whole is identical to its parts taken collectively. Such a view raises the question of how the same portion of reality can be both one thing and many things. A primitivist view holds that there is no explanation to be had and that we simply need to accept that being one thing and being many things are compatible. One might think that we can do better by resorting to relativization. A relativist view may seem to explain how the same portion of reality can be both one thing and many things on the basis of the assumption that the portion of reality is these ways relative to different 'concepts' or 'counts'. This paper discusses whether relativization truly leads to a satisfactory explanation of how something can be both one thing and many things. The conclusion will be that, when we consider the current accounts of the involved parameters, these relativizations make no explanatory progress.
Let us assume that a whole isn't more than the sum of its parts, but identical to the parts taken collectively. How should we refer to that which is both one thing and many things? Lewis speaks of a 'portion of reality' (Lewis 1991: p. 81) , which can then be described as one and many. But, of course, 'a portion' is a singular term referring to a single thing. When we say that a portion of reality is many things, should we say that it is three things, or should we say that it 'are three things'? Either option may sound awkward (though the second sounds worse than the first), but there is no way around this. We have to pick out something as one thing and say of it that it is many things or we may pick out many things and say of them that they are a single thing.
At the formal side of things, we need a notion of generalized identity (Cotnoir 2013 ) that can hold one-one, one-many, many-one and many-many. From here on, the relation '=' will refer to the generalized notion of identity, instead of the one-one relation we normally have in mind. We will assume that this generalized identity notion is intelligible (contra van Inwagen 1994) , and that we can make sense of sentences such as 'the deck 52 cards' or 'the deck is identical to 52 cards'. Using the generalized notion of identity and a composition (or fusion) relation between parts and wholes, the thesis is simple: composition is equivalent to generalized identity, i.e. ∀x∀yy (x is composed of the yy ↔ x = yy).
Many-one identity seems prima facie problematic however. How can the same portion of reality be both many things and one thing? Being one in number and being many in number are incompatible ways for something to be (Lewis 1991: p. 87) . To be many is to be more than one and to be one is to be fewer than many. How can the same thing be both? This is a key challenge to any composition as identity view. The challenge is underwritten by what Carrara and Lando (2017) call the numerical discernibility argument (where uu is a constant picking out a plurality) 1 :
(1) t is the sum of uu (2) t is one thing (3) if t is one thing, then t is not many things (4) t is not many things (2, 3, MP) (5) uu are many things (C) t is not identical to uu (4, 5, LL) Resistance to the argument must either find fault with one of the assumptions or with Leibniz's Law (LL). 2 Tinkering with Leibniz's Law raises the worry that the notion of identity involved in the composition as identity thesis is merely some identity-like relation or that composition and identity are merely in the same family of sameness relations rather than being the very same relation (Lewis 1991: p. 85 ). It's not clear whether such weaker views do justice to the driving intuition that the whole and the parts are just one and the same thing (Sider 2007: p. 59 ) and whether this weaker thesis can do any interesting philosophical work, such as rendering an ontological commitment to wholes 'innocent' (Lewis 1991: p. 81 ). What we are after is a way of making sense of composition as identity and this arguably requires an identity relation that satisfies Leibniz's Law. From here on, when I refer to the composition as identity thesis, I refer to views that leave the indiscernibility of identicals intact. Such views have to find fault with one of the other assumptions involved in the numerical discernibility argument. 3 Another option is to reject that being one thing and being many things are incompatible ways for something to be, that is, to reject premise (3) in the discernibility argument. If being one thing is not incompatible with being many things, then if something is one thing this doesn't imply that it's not many things, thus allowing that some single thing is many things as well (critically discussed in Cameron 2012; McDaniel 2008; Sider 2007 Sider , 2014 Yi 1999) . Contrary to common presumption, being one thing and being many things are compatible ways of being and hence one and the same thing can be both one thing and many things.
The challenge for this approach is to explain what it is to be one thing and what it is to be many things. On the standard understanding of these cardinalities they are contraries. The standard account of cardinality ascriptions are as follows 4 :
Thus defined, the cardinality ascriptions do generate contradictions (given the assumption that t = uu and given that we assume Leibniz's Law; see Spencer 2017: p. 862). If some object x is both exactly one thing and exactly three things in the senses defined above, there are and aren't three distinct things that belong to x. The view under discussion-which assumes that something can be both one thing and many things-must therefore deny the standard definitions of cardinality ascriptions. 5 One response here is to take the cardinality ascriptions to be primitive predicates. Call this the primitivist view. Although these cardinality primitives do not have an analysis according to the primitivist view, one may elucidate the cardinality ascriptions by specifying some of the inferential relations that hold for these primitives. Some inferential relations seem to be non-negotiable if the alleged cardinality ascriptions are truly cardinality ascriptions. As we trace such inferential relations, primitivism is bound to spread somewhat through our ideological framework. For example, we can hardly deny that being exactly one thing implies being fewer than any two things. Given that being exactly three things implies being more than any two things, one must furthermore assume that the relational properties of being more than any two things and being fewer than any two things are compatible. Just as something can be both one thing and three things, something can be both fewer than two things and more than two things. On the primitivist view we need to reject not only premise (3)-that if something is one thing, then it's not many things-but also accounts of what it is to be one thing and of what it is to be many things, and of what it is to be more than a certain number and fewer than that number.
The primitivist view contrasts with a family of approaches to composition as identity that relativize attributions of cardinalities to certain parameters (Baxter 1988; Bohn 2014; Wallace 2011; Spencer 2017: §4) . On these views, just as one might say that for some person to be loved is for there to be someone that loves that person, we should say that for something to be one thing is for there to be a certain parameter relative to which it's one thing and that, similarly, for something to be many things is for there to be a certain parameter relative to which it's many things. Something cannot be one thing and many things relative to the same parameter, but it can be one thing relative to one parameter and many things relative to a distinct parameter. Call this the relativist view.
Is the relativist view any better than the primitivist view? One might think so, since it might seem to explain how some portion of reality can be both one thing and many things, whereas the primitivist view simply submits that it can. But this alleged explanatory advantage is not so easy to evaluate. A relativist view raises some explanatory challenges of its own. In particular, what are these parameters relative to which the cardinality ascriptions are relativized and what is the nature of the relativization? These questions are central to a relativist view. For any philosophical puzzle, we could in principle posit some parameters and relativize the different premises of the puzzle to different parameters. Relativization to some postulated parameter is a schematic solution to any philosophical puzzle. Whether such a response is satisfactory depends on the nature of the invoked parameters and relativizations.
Concerning the nature of the parameters, two proposals have been made. One proposal is that we relativize cardinalities to ways of conceptualizing (Bohn 2014; cf. Wallace 2011) . Another proposal is that we relativize cardinalities to so-called counts (Baxter 1988 (Baxter , 2014 Spencer 2017) . It turns out that, when we think through these accounts of the parameters, no real explanatory progress is made beyond the primitivist view. 6 Let us first consider the view that relativizes the cardinality of a given portion of reality to ways of conceptualizing the given portion of reality. 7 This view is defended by Bohn: No ordinary thing has a particular cardinality independent of how it is conceptualized. Frege (1884) stressed this in various ways, perhaps most famously by the case of a deck of cards. I can hold one and the same thing in my hand and truly say of it that it is one deck of cards, but fifty-two cards. One and the same thing is thus 1 when thought of under (or picked out by) the concept of DECK OF CARDS, but 52 when thought of under (or picked out by) the concept CARD. (Bohn 2014: p. 145 ). 8 The challenge of making sense of many-one identity is answered by relativizing cardinalities to conceptualizations of the relevant portion of reality under some concept, such as deck or card (I will be using italicization instead of capital letters to refer to concepts). 9 Some portion of reality can be one relative to one such conceptualization and many relative to another. The motivating thought is that you cannot count something without conceiving of the target portion of reality under a certain concept and that this conceptualization determines how many things the portion of reality is. Call this concept-based relativism.
Consider the question this raises: how can the same portion of reality be adequately conceptualized as both a single deck and also as many cards? Note that we're asking about the compatibility of these conceptualizations. Certain conceptualizations are compatible and some conceptualizations are incompatible. Consider an easy case for illustration: whatever can be adequately conceptualized under the concept deck of cards cannot also be adequately conceptualized under the concept frog. Why not? To be adequately conceptualized as a deck requires that the portion of reality meets certain conditions, such as that it is composed of 52 cards of the right kind and suitable to play card games with. To be adequately conceptualized as a frog requires that the portion of reality meets certain other conditions, such as that it's an animate amphibian creature with certain properties. The conditions for being adequately conceptualized as a deck of card are incompatible with the conditions for being adequately conceptualized as a frog (since presumably nothing can be both an amphibian creature and be composed of 52 cards). When a portion of reality meets the requirements for being a deck of cards it thereby does not meet the requirements for being a frog. Conceptualizations as a deck of cards and as a frog are therefore incompatible. 7 The concept-based view has been criticized by Koslicki (1997) and Yi (2014) on the grounds that our ordinary concepts are not suitable for the view to work in full generality. 8 Frege discusses this in The Foundations of Arithmetic (1884: §46).
9 Although we focus on cardinalities, the issues apply to a broader family of properties, such as being amongst certain things, or being a member of the set formed by some things. For example, a card is amongst the 52 cards but is not amongst the deck of cards. On relativist views these expressions must be relativized in the same way as the cardinality ascriptions. For discussion of the issues, see Yi (1999: p. 146 ) and Sider (2007 Sider ( , 2014 ; for the relativist response to them, see Bohn (2014: pp. 146-147) .
Consider now the conceptualizations under the concept deck of cards and the conceptualization under the concept card. To conceptualize something as a card, it has to be roughly a single, typically flat carton-made object marked as playing a certain role in card games. Obviously, whatever can be adequately conceptualized as a deck of cards cannot adequately be conceptualized as a single card: the former requires that something is a single thing composed out of 52 cards and this is incompatible with being a single card. This everyone can agree on. Now for the more relevant question: can a portion that is adequately conceptualized under the concept of deck of cards be adequately conceptualized under the concept of 52 cards? Well, one might think, how could that be? A portion of reality has to be a single thing in order to be adequately conceptualized as a deck of cards and a portion of reality has to be many things in order to be adequately conceptualized as 52 cards. In whatever sense the adequate conceptualization of a portion of reality as a deck of cards excludes its being adequately conceptualized as a frog, why does its conceptualization as a deck not also exclude its being adequately conceptualizable as many things, for example as 52 cards? Note that the original question of how something can be both one thing and many things isn't substantially different from the question of how something can be adequately conceptualized as both one thing and many things. The concept-based relativist seems to push a bump around under the carpet.
One might object that there is something odd about building the cardinality ascriptions into the conceptualizations themselves: to resort to the conceptualization of a portion as a single card and the conceptualization of it as 52 cards. Indeed, note that Bohn, in the cited passage, only refers to the concepts card and deck. But building the cardinalities into the conceptualization is not central to the criticism. Here is a different way of framing the argument. Let us say that a conceptualization of some portion of reality under some concept C is 'adequate' when the cardinality of that portion of reality conceptualized under C is greater than 0. 10 On this picture, we apply a certain concept to a portion of reality and this 'outputs' a cardinality. The cardinality is in no way already part of the concept that we apply to the portion of reality. We will now say that the conceptualization of the relevant portion of reality under the concept deck of cards is 'adequate' in the sense that the cardinality of that portion of reality is 1. As before, we expect there to be conditions that a portion of reality has to meet for the application of a concept to deliver a certain cardinality. For the application of deck of cards to deliver cardinality 1, the relevant portion of reality must be composed of 52 cards of the right kind and be suitable to play card games with. The earlier talk of incompatibility can now be understood as follows: when the application of the concept deck of cards delivers a cardinality greater than 0, then the application of the concept frog must deliver a cardinality of 0. This is just to say that whenever the application of the concept of deck of cards is adequate, the application of the concept frog must be inadequate. Why? Well because of the different requirements that these concepts set on the world for delivering a cardinality greater than 0.
On this way of thinking of conceptualizations, any portion of reality can be conceptualized under any concept, ones that include cardinality ascriptions and ones that do not. Take the portion of reality whose conceptualization under deck of cards delivers a cardinality of 1. Its conceptualization under the concept single deck of cards also delivers a cardinality of 1. Its conceptualization under single card would deliver a cardinality of 52, given that there are 52 single cards. Its conceptualization under 52 cards would presumably deliver a cardinality of 1, given that we would have a single plurality of 52 cards. Although one need not conceptualize matters using concepts that incorporate cardinality ascriptions, it's not prohibited.
It should be clear what the relativist assumes: conceptualization under different concepts can deliver different cardinalities for the same portion of reality. Let us ask again: does this approach make any explanatory progress on how this can be? I do not think so. The relevant question remains: how can a portion that is adequately conceptualized under the concept deck of cards be adequately conceptualized under the concept of card? Assume that the conceptualization of the relevant portion of reality under deck of cards delivers a cardinality of 1. Everyone agrees that the conceptualization of this very same portion of reality under the concept card cannot also deliver a cardinality of 1, since a single deck of cards cannot also be a single card. For the same reason, one might think that the conceptualization of this very same portion of reality under the concept card cannot deliver a cardinality of 52 either, since a requirement for delivering a cardinality of 52 under any conceptualization is that the relevant portion of reality is 52 things, but we already assumed that the conceptualization of the portion of reality under deck of cards delivers the cardinality 1, which requires the portion of reality to be a single thing. The question remains: why is it not the case that when the application of the concept deck of cards delivers a cardinality greater than 0, the application of the concept card must deliver a cardinality of 0 (just as the application to it of the concept frog delivers a cardinality of 0)? Anyone who is puzzled about how a certain portion of reality can be both one thing and many things will similarly be puzzled about how the application of two concepts can deliver the result that the relevant portion of reality has both a cardinality of 1 and of more than 1. Relativization to conceptualizations doesn't do anything to clear the puzzlement.
It's important to be clear about the dialectic. The point isn't intended to be a direct counter-argument with the conclusion that composition as identity is false. To do so would clearly be question-begging, since it would be assuming that a single thing cannot also be many things. The point is rather that a certain explanatory demand arises on the relativization strategy at the level of conceptualizations and this explanatory demand is not substantially different from the explanatory demand to which the relativization was supposed to offer an answer. The original question of how something can be both one thing and many things isn't substantially different from the question of how something can be conceptualized as delivering the cardinality of exactly 1 and also be conceptualized as delivering a cardinality greater than 1. No real explanatory progress is made.
The question arises for any reasonable account of adequacy and exclusion applied to conceptualizations. 11 Consider a simple deflationary proposal for unpacking these notions. One might think that the conceptualization of a portion of reality r as F delivers a cardinality of 1 if and only if r is a single F. Indeed, it seems natural to take the right side to explain the left side of the bi-conditional: the conceptualization of some portion of reality under the concept deck delivers a cardinality of 1 because it is one deck and the conceptualization of some portion of reality under the concept card delivers a cardinality of 52 because it is 52 cards. The moment we explain the adequacy of a given conception in terms of how things are, we start to run in a tight explanatory circle: we can adequately conceptualize r as one thing and as many things because r is one thing and r is many things, and r can be both one thing and many things because it is only one thing relative to the conceptualization as one thing and many things relative to the conceptualization as many things. This explanatory circle is uncomfortably tight.
If we want to avoid the circularity and yet explain why certain conceptualizations are adequate along deflationary lines, one might think that explanations must stop with simple predications: we must insist that we can adequately conceptualize the portion of reality as one deck and as many cards because it is one deck and many cards (but not a frog), and there is no further explanation of the latter fact in terms of conceptualizations. It simply is one deck and many cards, but not a frog. Note however that this collapses the relativist view into the primitivist view and undermines any claim to be offering a more satisfactory account of how something can be both one thing and many things.
Perhaps an adherent of concept-based relativism can reject the demand for explanations in a different place and deny that there is any explanation to be had of why certain conceptualizations of some portion of matter are adequate and others aren't. There simply is an adequate conceptualization of the portion as a deck of cards and one as 52 cards, but not an adequate conceptualization of it as two cards or three frogs. There is no explanation to be had of why things are this way, they just are. Nor is there any explanation of why the adequate conceptualization of the portion of reality as one deck does not exclude a conceptualization of it as 52 cards yet does exclude an adequate conceptualization of it as two cards. It should be clear that this is just primitivism at the level of conceptualizations. Where one form of primitivism submits that something can be both one and many things, relativism of this kind just submits that there can be adequate conceptualizations of it both as one thing and as many things.
Concept-based relativism has no explanatory advantage over the primitivist view, at least not when it comes to the central question of how the same portion of reality can be both one thing and many things.
Relativization to counts
One might think that the above issues arise from appealing to conceptualizations in particular and that a relativist view can avoid these issues by appealing to parameters Footnote 11 continued exclusion between conceptualization as one thing and as many things? The objection of explanatory vacuity does not strictly speaking assume that the adequacy of conceptualizations must be explained in terms of how the world is. The objection only requires an incompatibility of different conceptualizations.
of a different sort. In Baxter (1988) , one of the earliest defences of composition as identity, we find an appeal to parameters that Baxter calls 'counts': I make sense of many-one identity by positing that identity (in the familiar sense), number, and existence are relative to what I call 'counts'. There is no one count of what exists, there are many. (Baxter 1988: p. 193 ).
I will be using 'count' as a technical term for the results of a given way of counting.
[…] The results of a way of counting -a count -would be specified by saying what things are counted as one thing. So, for instance, one could specify a count by saying, 'the desk counts as one thing, the chair counts as one thing, each of these pencils counts as one thing,' etc. (Baxter 1988: pp. 200-201) .
More recently, Baxter is explicit that this isn't meant to be a version of the conceptualization strategy, because the counts don't depend on how we conceive things to be:
How many things something is depends on what is identical and distinct from what, and that is independent of ways of conceiving things. What is identical and distinct from what is a matter of how things are in themselves. (Baxter 2014: p. 252 ).
We should count (where 'count' now refers to an activity on our part) a portion as one when that portion is one relative to one count (where 'count' now refers to a mindindependent parameter) and as many when it's many relative to a different count. Its being one or many is independent of our conceiving it as such. Call this count-based relativism. 12 On Baxter's understanding of counts they are not merely the standards or conventions that regulate the human practice of counting in a certain way. But if not that, then what are counts? Baxter suggests that a count is the 'result of a way of counting ' (1988: p. 200) . But it's unclear what it is to be a result of a way of counting, in particular, because counts are in no way meant to be mind-dependent. Baxter also states that we 'specify' a count by specifying which things are counted as one thing relative to the count. Thus, the suggestion might be that a specification of which things are counted as one thing relative to the count is a specification of the nature of the given count, giving a canonical real definition of the parameter.
If we take the specification of a count as a guide to the nature of counts in this way, one might think that the count consists in the states of affairs concerning which things are identical and which are distinct. On this line of thinking, we might have: count C the states of affairs of there being something that is identical to the ace of spades and distinct from the king of spades and from … and there being something that is identical to the king of spades and distinct from the ace of space and from … count D the states of affairs of there being something that is identical to the deck of cards and distinct from … Since we aim to uphold composition as identity, we take the cards mentioned in the specification of count C to be the same portion of reality as the deck of cards mentioned in the specification of count D. But the identity of the deck with the cards, one might wonder how there could be these states of affairs in the first place. That is, imagine someone were to offer the following story:
The portion of reality r can be both one thing and many things. How can one make sense of the same portion of reality being one thing as well as many things? Well it's one relative to parameter i and many relative to parameter j. What is i? It's the states of affairs of r's being one thing. What is j? It's the state of affairs of r's being many things.
The explanatory circle is uncomfortably tight again. How can i and j both obtain (or exist) if they consist respectively in r's being one thing and r's being many things? This question is not substantially different from the original question of how r can be both one and many. The state of affairs of r's being F obtains if and only if r is F. To assume that the two states of affairs can both obtain is to assume that the same portion of reality can be both one thing and many things. But if we need to assume that the same portion of reality can be both one thing and many things in order to make sense of the existence of the relevant counts, then any further relativization to these counts seems explanatorily idle. Someone who doesn't understand how the same portion of reality can be both one thing and many things will, ipso facto, be unable to understand how there can be multiple counts in this sense. The existence of the two incompatible states of affairs is the very thing that we need to explain when we purport to explain how something can be one and many. Yet again, we are pushing a bump around under the carpet.
Baxter never explicitly states that counts are to be identified with the states of affairs of various things being one thing. Is there then perhaps a different way of understanding the counts in Baxter's framework? Jason Turner (2014) offers a helpful formal framework for Baxter's view. We can formalize counts in the way we formalize the idea that there are multiple 'ways of being ' (see McDaniel 2009 ' (see McDaniel , 2017 Turner 2010) , that is, we can treat existing in different counts as different 'ways of existing'. We introduce multiple plural quantifiers ∃ c xx… and ∃ d xx… each relativized or indexed to different counts, here c and d (Turner 2014: §2.1) . These counts aren't entities within the theory but indices in the meta-language to indicate that they correspond to different ways of existing. This way, the many-one identity of the cards and the deck consists in the sameness of that which exists in different ways, that is, in it being the case that ∃ c xx∃ d yy (xx the deck of cards and yy the 52 cards and xx yy).
Baxter suggests that we specify a count by specifying what objects there are 'in' the count. For example, we partly specify count c by saying that ∃ c xx (xx = the deck) and ¬∃ c xx (xx the 52 cards) and we partly specify count d by saying that ∃ d xx (xx = the 52 cards) and ¬∃ d xx (xx the deck). Presumably, for there to be distinct counts is for something that exists in one way not to exist in the other way.
Besides there being distinct ways of being, we can also make sense of incompatible ways of being. Intuitively, two ways of existing are incompatible if and only if it's impossible that something exists in both ways. One might think that concrete objects and abstract objects exist in ways that are incompatible. To exist the way concrete objects exist is to exist as located in space and time, whereas to exist the way abstract objects exist is to exist as lacking a location in space or time. If so, one will think that something that exists in the concrete way cannot also exist in the abstract way, i.e. that the relevant ways of existing are incompatible.
Anyone who wonders how something can be both one and many things will likewise wonder how existing as one thing and existing as many things are not incompatible ways of existing. The counts, when understood as ways of being, are in that case incompatible ways of being. For the portion of reality to exist in the first count is for it to exist as a single thing (a deck), whereas, for this portion of reality to exist in the second count is for it to exist as multiple things (52 cards). So now the question arises again, how can the same portion of reality exist-as-one-thing (i.e. in one count) and exist-as-many-things (i.e. in the other count)? Formulated differently, how can there be identity between the single thing that exists in one way (namely as one thing) and the many things that exist in the different way (namely as many things). This is yet again the explanatory challenge that the relativization to counts was meant to answer.
Count-based relativism has no explanatory advantage over the primitivist view in explaining how something can be both one thing and many things. In particular, the added machinery, of the ontology of counts or the application of ontological pluralism to manifestations of cardinality, does no theoretical work in explaining how something can be both one thing and many things.
Concluding remarks
Relativization to counts cannot claim to be 'explaining' or 'making sense of' manyone identity. It doesn't help when counts are understood as the things counted and it doesn't help when counts are understood as the conceptualizations of the things counted.
One may have noticed certain parallels in the ways that the concept-based and count-based forms of relativism raised the very sort of question that they were meant to answer. Is there a general reason why the discussed relativizations do not help? The vacuity seems to lie with the nature of the parameters invoked in the relativization. There is a natural tendency to understand the parameters somehow in terms of that which is relativized to them. When we do so, the incompatibility of the relativized matters rears its head in the form of the incompatibility of the parameters. To the extent that being one thing and being many things are incompatible, the adequate conceptualization of it as one thing and the adequate conceptualization of it as many things are incompatible. Similar for the state of affairs of it being one thing and the state of affairs of it being multiple things or its existing in the two incompatible ways: these are incompatible if being one thing and being many things are incompatible. This diagnosis suggests a straightforward remedy: the relativist should not understand the parameters in terms of that which is relativized to the parameters. But then what are these parameters relative to which the same portion of reality can be one thing and many things? As I pointed out earlier, any puzzle can be solved through the postulation of some parameters and 'relativizing' claims that jointly engender contradiction. This sort of strategy is schematic and not automatically satisfactory. It seems objectionably ad hoc without some adequate account of the nature of the invoked parameters.
The other route for the relativist is to disown any putative explanation of how something can be one thing and many things. The view is just that something can be both one thing and many things. There is no claim to be superior to the primitivist view in offering an explanation of how this can be so. In this case, any remaining appeal to relativization and the postulation of the parameters needs to be motivated on different grounds. For example, one might hope that the relativization can do some theoretical work in providing an alternative analysis of cardinality ascriptions and hence improve on the primitivist approach to them (for a critical discussion of such accounts however, see Carrara and Lando 2017) . Without any independent motivation, the relativizations are theoretical danglers.
Until these challenges are met, I see no reason why a proponent of composition as identity should prefer the relativist view to the simpler primitivist view. Relativist machinery seems gratuitous machinery. 13
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